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I. Introduction 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. What is your name and business address? 3 

A. My name is Michael F. Born.  My business address is Two Lincoln Centre, Oakbrook 4 

Terrace, Illinois 60181-4260. 5 

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed? 6 

A. I am employed by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) in the position of 7 

Principal Engineer in the Distribution Capacity Planning Department. 8 

B. Summary of Testimony 9 

Q. What are the purposes of your direct testimony? 10 

A. I present ComEd’s Distribution System Loss Factor Study.  I also discuss the details of 11 

how ComEd functionalizes assets and activities.   12 

C. Background and Qualifications 13 

Q. What are your current duties and responsibilities at ComEd? 14 

A. As Principal Engineer, I am a subject matter expert in the areas of distribution capacity 15 

planning and distribution system analysis.  I lead the activities of professional engineers 16 

and planners in projects involving improvement of business processes, optimization of 17 

distribution system performance, enhancement of analysis tools and training of capacity 18 

planners.  In addition, I direct the work of two senior engineers who perform distribution 19 

system analysis companywide. 20 

Q. What previous positions have you held with ComEd? 21 
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A. Before assuming my duties as Principal Engineer, I was a Consulting Engineer in 22 

Distribution Planning.  There I was the key technical consultant for the professional 23 

engineers and planners responsible for the evaluation and planning of modifications, 24 

reinforcements, upgrades, and expansions to ComEd’s distribution network and to the 25 

portions of ComEd’s transmission system which supply it, system-wide.  From 1998 26 

through 2000, I was responsible for direction and oversight of the planning for adequate 27 

capacity of distribution circuits and substations.  That meant managing the professional 28 

engineers and planners responsible for the evaluation and planning of modifications, 29 

reinforcements, upgrades, and expansions to ComEd’s distribution network and to the 30 

portions of ComEd’s transmission system which supply it, system-wide. 31 

Q. What positions have you held prior to that? 32 

A. Early in my engineering career at ComEd, I worked in a Division Engineering office and 33 

at the System Technical Center planning and evaluating various distribution systems, 34 

including both feeders and substations.  Subsequently, I served as District Engineer for 35 

the DeKalb District.  As District Engineer, I was responsible for all of the engineering 36 

operations in the District, including those relating to the planning and maintenance of 37 

distribution service.  I also supervised the various field engineers assigned to the District. 38 

In 1978, I became the Planning Supervisor for the Northern Division.  As 39 

Planning Supervisor, I was responsible for overseeing the adequacy of the distribution 40 

system throughout the entire Northern Division, which includes the north and northwest 41 

suburbs of Chicago.  My duties included the evaluation of existing distribution systems 42 
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including both feeders and substations and the planning of reinforcements, upgrades and 43 

expansion where required to serve our customers.  44 

In 1983, I transferred to ComEd’s headquarters, as a Senior Engineer in the 45 

System Planning Department.  Thereafter, in 1988, I was promoted to Section Engineer 46 

in charge of the Distribution Planning Section of the System Planning Department, which 47 

position I held until 1993, when I became ComEd’s Substation Planning Engineer as a 48 

result of centralizing distribution planning activities.  As ComEd’s Substation Planning 49 

Engineer, I had duties similar to those which I previously held, but in connection with a 50 

variety of distribution capacity enhancement projects.  In 1998, the Distribution Planning 51 

and Reliability Department was replaced by the Transmission and Distribution Planning 52 

Department and I was given responsibility for oversight of the planning for 53 

capacity-related distribution reinforcements and distribution-supply projects.  54 

Transmission and Distribution Planning were separated in 2000, and I began my 55 

assignment as a Consulting Engineer in April 2000, reporting to the Director of 56 

Distribution Planning. 57 

In all, I have spent my 40-year career at ComEd.  58 

Q. What is your educational background? 59 

A. I received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering from Purdue 60 

University in 1971.  I have also taken a number of post-graduate courses in power 61 

engineering from the Illinois Institute of Technology. 62 

Q. Are you licensed as a Professional Engineer in the State of Illinois? 63 

A. Yes.  I have been a Licensed Professional Engineer in the State of Illinois since 1976. 64 
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Q. Have you served as a member of any professional organizations, committees, or task 65 

forces, relating to electrical engineering? 66 

A. I am currently a Senior Member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 67 

IEEE, and am a Member of the IEEE Power and Energy Society.  I have served on an 68 

Electric Power Research Institute (“EPRI”) Task Force studying methods of evaluating 69 

and planning generating capacity expansion.  I also served for several years on the 70 

Working Group of the Mid-America Interconnected Network (“MAIN”) that assessed 71 

adequacy of generating capacity. 72 

Q. Have you taught any courses or seminars in electrical engineering, electric system 73 

planning, and electric line planning and design? 74 

A. Yes.  I have taught Engineering Economics courses to numerous engineers and 75 

accountants.  The courses in Engineering Economics I have taught cover topics including 76 

the analysis of engineering alternatives and the calculation of the cost and present value 77 

of revenue requirements of capital projects.  In April 2011, I presented a technical paper 78 

at the Distribution Automation 2011 conference in New York City on the topic of 79 

coordinating Volt/VAR applications with Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) 80 

meter information. 81 

D. Itemized Attachments 82 

Q. What exhibits are attached to your testimony? 83 

A. There are two attachments to my testimony.  ComEd Ex. 8.1 reflects the Distribution 84 

System Loss Factor Study that is based on the study approved in ComEd’s last rate case, 85 

Docket No. 10-0467 (“2010 Rate Case”), updated for 2011 customer load.  ComEd Ex. 86 
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8.1 employs the same methodology as ComEd Ex. 7.1 in Docket No. 11-0721 (“2011 87 

Formula Rate Proceeding”).  ComEd Ex. 8.2 reflects the Distribution System Loss Factor 88 

Study that is based on the study approved in ComEd’s 2010 Rate Case, updated for 2011 89 

customer load and the 2011 transmission system loss study.  ComEd Ex. 8.2 employs the 90 

same methodology that Staff and certain Intervenors in the 2011 Formula Rate 91 

Proceeding argued should be used in preparing the Distribution System Loss Factor 92 

Study. 93 

II. Distribution System Loss Factor Study 94 

Q. What are distribution system losses? 95 

A. Distribution system losses are an inevitable consequence of electricity flowing through 96 

the electric distribution system and, in some cases, simply from elements of that system 97 

being connected, or “energized,” regardless of whether electricity is flowing through 98 

them.  They are the result of the physics of electrical power systems, because no system 99 

element can be 100% efficient.  While Alterative Retail Electric Suppliers (“ARES”) are 100 

also affected, loss of energy from lines imposes a cost that ComEd needs to recover from 101 

delivery services customers because ComEd must purchase the energy to offset those 102 

losses, apart from energy it needs to serve its supply customers. 103 

Q. Why is it necessary to conduct a Distribution System Loss Factor Study for this 104 

proceeding? 105 

A. The Distribution System Loss Factor Study is necessary in order to develop the 106 

distribution loss factors that are used by Mr. Charles Tenorio (ComEd Ex. 9.0) in the 107 

development of the Embedded Cost of Service Study (“ECOSS”).  In particular, the 108 
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distribution loss factors are used to prepare the coincident and noncoincident peak 109 

demands by delivery class used to allocate the cost of distribution facilities used to 110 

provide service among the delivery classes.  See the direct testimony of Mr. Tenorio, 111 

ComEd Ex. 9.0.  112 

Q. Has ComEd conducted a Distribution System Loss Factor Study in connection with 113 

this proceeding? 114 

A. Yes.  ComEd conducted, under my direction, a Distribution System Loss Factor Study 115 

using accepted engineering principles.  Further, using the Distribution System Loss 116 

Factor Study approach that was approved by the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC” 117 

or “Commission”) in ComEd’s 2010 rate case,1 I updated class loads for 2011.  118 

Q. Is a copy of the study attached to this testimony? 119 

A. Yes.  A copy of the Distribution System Loss Factor Study is attached hereto as ComEd 120 

Ex. 8.1.  121 

Q. Does the fact that the resulting loss factors are not numerically identical to those in 122 

the 2010 Rate Case, or to the 2011 Formula Rate Proceeding, raise any concern? 123 

A. No.  Distribution losses are a function of many factors, including distribution and 124 

transmission system configuration, distribution system and local load, distribution system 125 

and local load shape, temperature, and others.  They will naturally change as these factors 126 

evolve and change.   127 

                                                 
1 Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Docket No. 10-0467, ComEd Ex. 67.2. 
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Q. How are transmission losses utilized in the Distribution System Loss Factor Study 128 

that is attached to your testimony as ComEd Ex. 8.1?  129 

A. The ComEd Distribution System Loss Factor Study utilizes the magnitude of 130 

transmission losses to determine distribution losses.   131 

Q. How were the transmission losses determined? 132 

A. Loss factors contained in the report “1998 Commonwealth Edison Transmission System 133 

Loss Study” dated September 27, 1999, were used for this study.  This 1998 134 

Transmission System Loss Study assessed losses for power system components that are 135 

classified as transmission in accordance with Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 136 

(“FERC”) Order No. 888.  Annual average hourly energy losses were determined to be 137 

1.6% of the transmission system annual energy, energy exported from the ComEd zone 138 

and energy wheeled through the ComEd zone.  Losses at the system peak were 2.16%.   139 

Q. How was the magnitude of transmission losses computed for the purposes of the 140 

Distribution System Loss Factor Study? 141 

A. In the ComEd Distribution System Loss Factor Study (ComEd Ex. 8.1), the magnitude of 142 

annual transmission energy losses was determined by multiplying 1.6% by the total 143 

energy delivered plus distribution losses plus energy exported from the ComEd zone.  144 

Q. Did you conduct a Distribution System Loss Factor Study for the 2011 Formula 145 

Rate Proceeding? 146 

A. Yes.  Similarly, using the Distribution System Loss Factor Study approach that was 147 

approved by the Commission in ComEd’s 2010 Rate Case (ComEd Ex. 67.2), I updated 148 
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class loads for 2010.  However, in that proceeding, Staff and certain Intervenors argued 149 

that the Distribution System Loss Factor Study should also be updated for a transmission 150 

system loss study that was completed in December 2011.2  As a result, I have prepared an 151 

alternative Distribution System Loss Factor Study, ComEd Ex. 8.2, which is updated for 152 

both 2011 class loads and the 2011 transmission system loss study.   153 

III. Functionalization 154 

Q. What precisely does the term “functionalize” mean in this context? 155 

A. The term “functionalize” in this context refers to the division of ComEd’s assets, 156 

expenses, and miscellaneous revenues among the production (that is, generation, of 157 

which ComEd has none), transmission, distribution, and customer functions, the latter 158 

two of which are sometimes referred to as delivery services.  The functionalization 159 

process involves both engineering and regulatory determinations.   160 

Each year ComEd is required to prepare and file with FERC a FERC Form No. 1: 161 

Annual Report of Major Electric Utilities, Licensees and Others, (“FERC Form 1”).  The 162 

FERC Form 1 uses FERC’s Uniform System of Accounts (“FERC USOA”).  The FERC 163 

USOA contains accounts that directly reflect this division of a utility’s investments and 164 

costs among production, transmission, distribution, and customer functions.  Some 165 

USOA accounts relate to only one of the functions, while other accounts relate to more 166 

than one.   167 

                                                 
2 The transmission system loss study was updated pursuant to the Commission’s Order in 

ComEd’s last general rate case.  See Commonwealth Edison Co., Docket No. 10-0467, Order (5/24/2011) at 
291.  It was also submitted in the 2011 Formula Rate proceeding, Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Docket 
No. 11-0721, as Study Report #7A. 
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Q. Are you familiar with how the rate base and expenses recovered through ComEd’s 168 

ICC-filed delivery service charges coordinate with the rate base and expenses 169 

recovered through charges reflective of ComEd’s FERC-filed rates?  170 

A. Yes, I am.  The separation of delivery assets and functions between distribution and 171 

transmission is subject to the “Seven Factor Test.”  The Seven Factor Test refers to seven 172 

indicators identified in FERC’s Order No. 888 that determine what is local distribution, 173 

and thus subject to state jurisdiction (see III FERC Stats. and Regs., Regs. Preambles ¶ 174 

31,036 at 31,771).  These indicators are: 175 

1. Local distribution facilities are normally in close proximity to retail customers; 176 

2. Local distribution facilities are primarily radial in character; 177 

3. Power flows into local distribution facilities; it rarely, if ever, flows out; 178 

4. When power enters a local distribution system, it is not reconsigned or transported 179 

to some other market; 180 

5. Power entering a local distribution system is consumed in a comparatively 181 

restricted geographical area; 182 

6. Meters are based at the transmission local distribution interface to measure flows 183 

into the local distribution system; and 184 

7. Local distribution systems will be of reduced voltage.    185 

In general, distribution facilities operate at lower voltages than transmission 186 

facilities.  And many medium voltage facilities (e.g., for ComEd, facilities operating at 34 187 

kilovolt (“kV”) and less) are uniformly distribution.  However, ComEd has a number of 188 

high-voltage distribution facilities, notably certain “radial” lines and many substations 189 

operating at 138 kV.  Distribution lines generally supply local load rather than carry 190 
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power for long distances.  Distribution transformers convert the electricity to a lower 191 

voltage level that is directly usable by customers or can be delivered to customers in a 192 

local area through a distribution feeder.   193 

Q. How are these functionalization tests applied to ComEd’s plant assets? 194 

A. The rules used in performing the functionalization have been developed and approved by 195 

ComEd’s state and federal regulators.  ComEd’s original refunctionalization of its 196 

transmission, distribution and production assets was accepted by the Commission in 197 

Docket No. 98-0894, Order (July 28, 1999), was reflected in ComEd’s distribution 198 

delivery service charges approved in Commission Docket No. 99-0117, Order (August 199 

26, 1999), and was adopted by FERC in its “Order Approving Classifications” issued on 200 

February 4, 2000 in MidAmerican Energy Co., et al., 90 FERC ¶ 61,105 (2000).  In 201 

addition, in Docket No. 98-0894, the Commission reviewed and accepted a whitepaper 202 

(the “Illinois Whitepaper”) containing guidelines developed by a group of Illinois utilities 203 

describing in certain respects how the Seven Factor Test should be applied to Illinois 204 

electric utilities’ facilities.  As part of its authorization process for individual projects of 205 

$500,000 or more, a ComEd project sponsor must specifically address the Seven Factor 206 

Test. 207 

Q. Are there any other reviews for functionalization performed? 208 

A. Yes.  ComEd conducts a second detailed review of its functionalization of assets added to 209 

distribution and transmission plant each quarter which potentially could have been 210 

functionalized as transmission or distribution.  That review is based on an individual 211 
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application of the applicable tests and includes capital projects placed in service during 212 

the quarter with a total cost of greater than $50,000.  213 

For each unit of equipment, the analysis reviewed such factors as how the 214 

equipment is used and operated; how electricity flows through and around the equipment; 215 

how the installation and operation of the equipment affects system power flow, voltage, 216 

and other characteristics of electricity in the area; and the electrical configuration of the 217 

system in the area.  The review was conducted by a team of senior engineers specializing 218 

in the planning and operation of major electric power systems, and supported by me as a 219 

principal contributor to the original Commission-approved refunctionalization. 220 

Q. With the review described above, does ComEd’s distribution plant balance included 221 

in rate base represent assets that are properly functionalized to distribution? 222 

A. Yes, it does. 223 

Q. How does the functionalization of expenses compare to the functionalization of 224 

assets? 225 

A. ComEd’s functionalization of its expenses uses analogous principles.  I am familiar with 226 

these various rules and the effect of functionalization on state and federal delivery service 227 

charges.  Other witnesses, particularly Mr. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 3.0), testify about the 228 

details of the application of such rules to certain of ComEd’s assets and expenses. 229 

Q. Does this complete your direct testimony? 230 

A. Yes.  231 


